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     Offer it Up (Lyrics) 

Hook: 

Recognize the peace give thanks and we offer it up (echo) 

Word bond we are each other Harvest story offer it up (echo) 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Truth be told it's never not what it really truly is 

Spiritual reality Owlin Peace story kids 

Learn to love how G respects the world till we open lids 

Lights on all the time Revelations motivids 

 

Artist tables forex puzzle peace to all the "Little Nooks" 

Take care lighten up ten pages read a book 

Everything according to the channeling the future looks 

Scientific people keep a good word into the hooks 

 

Witnessing each other while the hate never knows respect 

Hip Hop tryin’ to keep a pop in our step 

What's good what we do is alllll into next 

God's way listen purposeful then a pause n' reflect 
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Keep it like a schedule when it's business with another 

Or it's Fellowship and Ministry we buildin’ with the Brothers 

Sisters take your time with the beat knowledge to discover 

Process through allow yourself and the Spirit to recover 

 

Hook: 

Recognize the peace give thanks and we offer it up (echo) 

Word bond we are each other Harvest story offer it up (echo) 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

So let's calm down realize desensitized the maintain 

Heavy channeling don't rush into a blame game 

Chill "center of attention" nothin’ but the same same 

Seniors know so let it go easy does it blame stain 

 

Quantify automate trade entries we can do it 

Miracles numbers on the clock again, yeah we knew it 

God is always on the move liars seem to offer clueless 

Tech-n-all-a-G speaking with a spirit fluent 
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Curse causes arguments never listens just projects 

R eachother how we teach to reconcile infects 

So we, Live together better to respect new reflects  

Perimeter thank you Team Love protects 

 

Political fiction psychosis that's the diagnosis 

We rest our case wake it up to find the love God is closest 

Lies to confuse should hear their mind learning how they chose it 

Don't let it make you mad keep it present find a focus 

 

Hook: 

Recognize the peace give thanks and we offer it up (echo) 

Word bond we are each other Harvest story offer it up (echo) 

(4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace to "Grandma Auntie". “Uncle Grandpa” alllllllwright let us pray. Reverence. 

Remember that political agitations, that claim voter fraud, because minorities are 

voting, is just curserism, so don't let it agitate you, that's what it wants to do. 

Know that "deceive the nations" will curse itself. Peace to "we know, it's so 

intrusive", yet it's the future of Owlin peace and God's story, so we pray for peace. 

The problem with curserism, it shows itself very quickly, is that it doesn't listen, it 

just projects, but it'll learn. (well, some will learn, ya know). Claiming God and 

forcing Women to breed won't sit right with Earth assembly? Giving thanks and 

peace to, "Porchene", "Porchini", and "Patutti". Be safe. Science says that, if 

curserism keeps bullying the Nations, within about 80 years about half the 
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population of the planet will be finished (actually, half the Earth species?). So we 

give thanks for peace, and Assembly of the nations peace. One. Birtherism 

"political fiction psychosis", in America, is no different than the lies Hitler used to 

trick his political base. It's the same problem. Let's offer it up. Let's open up our 

eyes of understanding like Apostle Paul on the Road to Damascus. Peace 

 

 

 


